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10% Tuition Increase is Definite
President Explains the Increase
by Barbara Weldon
Sr. Lucille McKil)op, President of Salve
Regina College since 1973 said that tuition
will be going up approximately ten percent
next year. She said that the cost of living
necessitates an increase every year. "How
much is determined by the end of December. We're budgeting now."
She also said that the Sister of Mercy
and various other private donors donate a
great deal of money to the college. This
helps enable the school to provide free or
reducep tuitions to the workers and the
relatives of the workers at the college.
As one example to illustrate the administration's position regarding tuition increases, she pointed out that for a few
years she let certain expensive maintenance procedures slide so as to slow down
this rate of increase. This year Ochre
Court, one of the buildings severly affected ·
by salt sea air must have its' crevices filled
with cement to prevent the stones from
crumbling, Sr. Lucille said. "This is an
extremely expensive process, out I cannot
p4t it off any longer."
Sr. Lucille said that she is not_worried
about the future of the college. As the
tuition rises, so does the amount of financial aid given. "We will remain a good college, educationally, even if someday our
enrollment gets smaller due to financial
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SR. LUCILLE McKILLO . (Nautilus photo by Chris'Lyons) .

Begin Now to Finance '83-'84 Academic Year
by Susan Willis
Meeting the cost of a college education
today is a major concern of many students
and their families. Most students depend
on some type of financial aid. Since financial aid awards have already been made for
the next semester, we now look beyond
Spring '83. And although it is only
December, it is not too early to start thinking about financing the '83-'84 academic
year.
Eligible students may receive financial
assistance from the .federal and state
governments or directly from the College.
However, they must first obtain, complete
and submit a financial aid form (FAF) .
According to Nick Nykaza, director of

Financial Aid, FAFs will be available after
January 1, 1983 in the Financial Aid Office
and O'Hare Academic Center. Unless
there is good reason, applicants should
submit them to the College Scholarship
Service by February 15 to insure that their
files are complete in ample time.
In additon_to filling out an FAF, students
must.also complete a Salve Regina College
financial aid application. These can be
obtained along with the FAFs. (Update.,d
SRC Financial Aid Information and
Instructions booklets will also be availabe then .)
Applicants' files are complete when the
Financial Aid Office has received the F AF
from the College Scholarship Service, the
SRC financial aid application and a signed

photo-copy of their parents' Income Tax
Form 1040 or 1040A. Students who are
independent of their parents must submit
their own income tax form by March 15.
Who is eligible for financial aid awarded
through the use of the F AF? An applicant
must be a U.S. citizen or eligible noncitizen. He or. she must be an undergraduate ,a nd maintain good academic. standing
as outlined in the College catalogue, must
enroll in courses for the semester for
which he or she is applying for aid, and
must not owe a refund on a Pell Grant or
be in default on a National Direct Student
Loan or a Guaranteed Student Loan. He
or she must also show financial need.
How is need determined? The Colleqe
Continued on page 6

Weightlifter
Wants Chance
at Olympics
by Marie Taylor
Gerry Willis is hoping to go to the 1984
Olympics in Los Angeles . If he does , it will
be quite an accomplishment for a sophomore majoring in Sociology. As a weightlif
ter, Gerry has been competing seriously
for.five years and is training now, hoping to
get a place on the American team. Although
he hasn't qualified yet and as h'e said there
are "some men ahead" of him, he has a
good chance of making it.
His illustrious career started when he ·
was a Little Leaguer at the age of twelve.
According to Gerry he started to lift
weights in order "to gain strength to help
Continued on page 8

GERRY WILLIS. (photo courtesy of Salve Public Relations Office).

difficulties." Currently however, local
problems involve Salve's growth, not the
idea of it getting smaller.
In regards to the town of Newport's
recent reaction 16 the idea of 'Salve
expansion,' Sr. Lucille said that "Part of it
had to do . with people being upset with
Newport as a whole (parking, etc ... ). It
was in the summer, when the students
weren't even here, that most of the parking complaints were voiced."
"One also has to consider the fact that
many of Salve's neighbors bought their
places when the college was a lot smaller.
At least two regard Newport as their
retirement place." Sr Lucille added, "As
long as there is a problem with Newport
expansion itself, Salve will get ·the same
criticism, warranted or unwarranted."
On other matters, Sr. Lucille announced
that in the spring graduation is currently
planned to be outside. Sr. Lucille said that
"if it is out.side, it will be on campus."
Sr. Lucille does not like the Reagan policies towards education. She feels that "we
have an obligation to do e~erything we can
for the intellectual and moral fiber of the
nation. This must be much more important than the material concerns ot society."
Sr. Lucille believes that the biggest problem generally in colleges today is the fact
that "students don't have a proper sense
of self-worth. They think that 'there is too
much-I can't do it.' Students need a
proper sense of.their own dignity and possibilities. One of our primary goals is to
make the students like themselves."
This ties in with.th~ whole philosophy of
the college. Sr. Lucille believes that Salve
students have an extra asset to add to
their life when they leave here. They have a
sense of "always trying to be better than
they are and helping others to be better
than they are." She does say, however,
that students should be more aware of
what ii small world awaits them. She
wishes that more students could speak
more than one or two languages fluently.
She feels that more emphasis should be
placed on languages in colleges today.
W~en asked about the changes that
Continued on page 3
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makers. Many government officials remain in the wings "waiting for the whole
thing to be over with and to move back
to the private sector, where their newfound connections and credentials will
prove lucrative_"

Opinions
On Reaganism
by Paige Bauman
The new culture of Reaganism, led
by the distant elite of extraordinary
means, has shaped drastically the current form of government rule_ It is
reminiscent of Baronial rule of the
masses.
Recent opinion is that the country's
center of government rule from Washington, D.C. should move to, "A small
exclusive club nestled in the redwoods
'of Northern California, Bohemian
Grove." The plush surroundings of this
all male, well-to-do get-away is frequented by many of the high ranking government officials and world leaders including the President himself. It has been
said that, ".More government policy is
decided there (Bohemian Grove) than
on the (Capitol) Hill."
It seems that many of Reagan's top
men use their new found position as
either a symbol of status or simply as a
challenge. When interviewed by Ronald Brownstein and Nina Easton for

The New Republic many ot the officials showed minimal or no "burning
urge to public service or even the sense
of noblesse oblige that often accompanies great wealth_"
When Brownstein and Easton asked
the heads of the domestic regulatory
agencies what they hoped to accomp,
lish in office they almost invariably replied, "Streamline'the agency, manage it
more efficiently, reduce the burden on
business." As reported by Brownstein
and Easton they did not talk about
"Pursuing the statutory goals of their
agencies, whether it be reducing death
on the highway, keeping workers safe
in the factory or protecting communities from toxic waste dumps."
It becom~s apparent that the objective of these leaders in American government is to run the country as a business_ In these times of economic crisis
high unemployment and civil discon' ·
tent, the last thing the government offic- ·
ials should be are business barons.
Rather they should be social policy

Letters to the Editor ·
The Nautilus editors and staff received
the following letters in response to the first
issue (November 1982).
Congratulations to you and your
staff for your fine work in publishing the November 1982
Nautilus_ I enjoyed not only
reading the articles, but seeing
the excitement build as you
brought the papeis around for
distribution. The College shares
in your excitement.
Please accept my personal thanks
for not only what you have done
for the Nautilus, its s.taff and
readers, but also for the College
as a whole. We are fortunate to
have both of you_
By the way, you did say this was
to be a weekly beginning after
Thanksgiving, right?
- Barbara Silvia,
Dean of Student Development

Congratulations on the first issue
of this year's Nautilus. The
current format is extremely
attractive and all of the articles
were interesting. I am looking
forward to the next issue.
-;-Karen Dobson,
Dean of Campus Ministry

Your "new look" for the Nautilus
gave me great pleasure. More
importantly it showed your
untiring effort in the midst of
many other obligations. It is
rewarding for teachers to see
students "alive" in areas other
than classroom responsibilities_
Congratulations again and God
bless each and everyone.
-Sr. Mary Jean Tobin,
Professor of English
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Business for these officials is a way of
life, the way which has in many cases
led them to their positions of power and
success. It is reported that 30 of the top
one hundred officials in the Reagan
Administration are millionaires and at
least 22 are multimillionaires.
Reagan has undoubtedly gathered
an administration of tremendous
wealth. However, not all of the officials
share the afore-mentioned characteristics. "Some are idealogues who come
to Washington to do battle with big
government __ . a few are academics
who look on Washington as a chance to
test their novel .political and economic
theories."
It is correct to assume that the prevailing "culture" of the Reagan Administration is a distinctly corporate culture that is, "acutely sensitive to hierarchy, uninterested in (and generally
distrustful of) public opinion, secretive

and deeply skeptical of all functions of
government that impinge on the prerogative of private business. It is a culture that breeds closed door decisions
and one that reduces conditions of
poverty, unemployment and other unpleasant reelities to distant abstrac- lions_"
Following the succession of the current administration to power, the poor
and the elderly most notably have become poorer and far more alienated.
Social programs have been deleted and
doors have been closed. Indeed wf!
have all felt the effects of the new culture whether in government programs
of student aid or in the Social Security
system. Why fear war in the Middle
East or another world war when we are
entering a full scale class war within or
own nation? Quasi-baronial rule is a bitter pill for Americans to take.
How far will this new culture let the
masses go? Who knows? It is obvious
that the administration does not. Perhaps we have already gone this far
because they can't hear us from inside
the expanse of the new capital: Bohemian Grove.

lAlpha to Ontega
Debbie- Thanks for All the stair rides.
Jill- Thanks for the open window car
rides.
-Bo
Don, what's the spread?
Chris "Bill" Walton, Bo __ ... at loves
you.
Laura- WHERE'S YOUR PERISCOPE?
"Mrie Mrie's Greenhouse."
Keep dancin' Fig 1 you've made three
hours already!!!!
-MMLG
Yo Dingy- Never forget our secret???
Jim, Dave, and Jeff- Keep your Bows
Clean!
Hey Hosers, Bird, Weiser, Crick, and
Dingy- You're Great!!!
Everyvody say Bye Bye!
Hello to Seaview 102 from Breakers #4
Dingy, Buzzy, Weiser, Poo Poo- Nocka
Mocka Walla Forever,
Love Cher-Ru!
. __ but I wasn't even buzzed!
Hey Hosers- Let's give that girl a hand,
yea!!
GONE, GONE, GOING?!
,
Hey Ed, Dive in any leaves lately? How
about bushes?
Someone feed the starving child!
K.T.,
Only on Tues.+ Thurs_!?
-Amaroo + Lora
Hey Patrick,
Doesn't it seem like the Friday's are
coming quicker?
-LC.+ O.D.
Hey, Tina
It's for me, Na, Na, Na, Na
Ochre Lodge Hosers live on!
Hey Buzzy,How's the Pizza? 11/12/82
Hey Ralph - Buy your own Vitamin D
HQw's the diet going St. G.? - you
SWINE
No one read my adorable note -Crick
WHERE ARE YOUR GOING STEPH- QUIET STUDY?
New Premier, Thursday @ 10:00, the
J.R. Show. Cohos! anyone?
Hey Crick- -lockamockaquala _ .. Nice
alley, huh?!
Hey yo, brilo pad head, get a real life.
11/16
Give any babes a ride home lately?!
You can sit on my lap anytime! Love
Ya, WEISE:R
Hey Yo SCUM Bag I - HHI! Just wait
until next quarter's game _ .. Get a
REAL BEARD! -SCUM BAG II
Hey Highly Hugable Witness - I've got
some confeti if you're in need! Love
YA, M. POO POO.

KEM, You're beautiful' I Love You! Me

xxoo

Hi Don! How many hands do you have?
Yo Crick . _ . Watch yourself when ya
get in that car .. _Watch that CA-CABIG TIME!!!
What? We talked for 7 hours? Allnighter 11/7/82. We should have slept
in our beds with them-you would hav
loved it huh Jim?
Smok'n Joe - You're great! Yup, qne of
those days???
Squeez, you can't forget to put on the
Bib!
Yo, Missy-Poo Poo ... How ya doin?
Hey Good Lookin! 10/23/82. _. One of
the best weekends I've ever had _ ..
Love you, Rapunzel.
Pat and Dick- "We're Having a Party"
Boathouse 11/16/82 C'mon play a real
song!
Dear Secret Admirer,
I had two tests that Friday and I
couldn't make it to ,Chuck's. Who are
you! -Lori
But HONNNN . _ .
IT'S TREE-TIRTY TREE: AND I'M
GONNA BE LATE FA WORK!
LOVE, MOIOX
Hey Mickey You're So Fine, You're So
Fine You Blow My Mind
Hey Ric~y-Oh-1 Mean Mickey-oops!
Sunday- 11/14/82- Peace be with you
-Hi Dad! Too funny!
Yup, I think it's time I get some REAL
roommates and go to a REAL college_
Pancake loves Fred, 11/6/82!
Ding, Dong ... that's my Avon Lady_
Congratulations Buzzy- you did it- after
2 weeks!
Hi Wendy Flintstone from Cheryl Livingston Seagull.
To my crew: Happy Cruising Love
"Julie"
Jeff, Dave, and Phil, J. Geils says Hi,
how are your feet?
We're Having A Party! Harry's 11/13/82
... Pass Out ... Singin' _.. Losers ...
, Bird, Buz, Bud, Crick.
Marg, How's your billy goat with the
electric toothbrush?
Hey Swap Kingree! How's it going?
Done any swooping lately? Love, your
old buddy who never came to visit'
Yo Weiser ... Well, YUP, I think it's
that time again- BEEF CITY- (after 2
weeks)- Drave!!!
Kath, Missy, Ed, Buzzy, and AnneBoathouse Forever-Oh yeah'
-Cheryl

/
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Security grows
with school population
The Salve Regina security staff is
composed of eleven guards under the
direction of Wayne Carlile, head of
security. Security is responsible for the
safety of students, staff, and faculty of
the college, as well as the buildings and
the equipment in them. The guards are
stationed at Eastgate as well as at the
main campus.
Carlile spent 22 years as a master
chief in the navy. He was also an operations chief with the navy shore patrol.
Besides being head of security at Salve,
he is an auxiliary policeman with the
Portsmouth force.
Security at Salve originated with a
lone watchman at Ochre Court in the
days when the entire college was housed in the mansion. Since Carlile took
chorge of the guards seven years ago,
the department has greatly expanded.
Security problems, the guards say,
result in part from low budget and lack
of a general training program. Mark
Young, one of the newest guards, believes a training program is badly needed. Guards have no arrest powers.
Every reported incident is recorded
in the security log which is updated 24
hours a day. The complete details are
recorded on separate forms and filed to
facilitate further investigation.
Students are encouraged to leave.
the serial numbers of their bikes with

security. If a registered bike is stolen,
security turns the serial number into
the Newport police who have a greater
chance of identifying the bike. Cars are
also registered for parking to assure
that members of the Salve community
get first priority.
The guards are trained in CPR, resuscitation, and basic first aid. This is the
only formal training they receive, as the
majority are selected because of a
strong kn'o wledge of civil law and police
procedures combined with security experience. Some of the guards aspire to
become police officers; some are retired from police work.
One security guard s_aid, "The students should be more security conscious. They must become involved."
Outer doors in dorms left open by students are a danger to the safety of the
people and property involved. ,Vandalism also persists in small but annoying
amounts.
The most common crimes on campus are bicycle thefts and stealing in
dorms. Carlile commented, "One of
the biggest shopping centers around is
a residence hall." He urged that students inform security of any incident,
no matter how small. Internal pilfering
qf personal items from student rooms
often goes unreported. Theft increases
if allow_ed to continue unchecked.

Peace and Justice Plays Role

Study Tips Offered as Finals Approach
If any one of you is contemplating jumping off the Cliff Walk, or is pulling out hair
due to upcoming semester finals, first consider the study tip advice offered by Frank
Nolan and John Rok.
Both Frank Nolan, staff member of the
Learning Skills Center, and John Rok,
director of Counseling Services, stress the
importance of scheduling when preparing
for exams.
Rok says, "Scheduling is a very important thing to be done one to two weeks
before final studying begins. Whether we
like to follow schedules or not, we need
them. We all forget that V:Je are following a
schedule by our daily class routine. Take
time to do this; it will bririg everything into.
clear focus."
Like Rok, Nolan advocates scheduling
which he feels is the first important step to
successful studying. "Alic;>! yourself time to
prepare for exams; it car prove to be very
helpful," he suggests.
After a schedule is devised, Rok sees
reviewing as the next step. He emphasizes
that students should spend no more than
one hour and a half reviewing without taking a break.
Similarly, Nolan advises students to
take a fifteen minute break from reviewing
each hour, "but the main thing is to get
back again." Both men stress the importance of a comfortable, well lighted study
area.
Rok points out that being well rested
and going into an examination room with a
clear mind can be accomplished by avoiding those familiar "all nighters." Nolan says
that "fatigue creates scattered attention
and an inability to think clearly. Our men-

President
SR. MARY T. CLARK (center), first lecturer of the Marjorie Atwood Lecture
Series, discusses the theme of technology and freedom with Sr. Lucille McKillop and
Dr. Lubomir Gleiman. (Nautilus photo by Dfborah L. Greene) .

by Stephanie Gossner
Twenty years ago the highly technological and computerized age predicted for
the year 2000 seemed incomprehensible.
Today those predictions are not only
acceptable, but they are rapidly becoming
a reality.
Science and technology are now growing at a tremendous rate. As a result, the
impact of computers on society is far
greater than many of us assume. Not only
have these highly-technological devices
already freed millions of people from manual skilled labor, but it now seems realistic
to predict that computers will someday
take over all menial forms of labor.
In a sense, technological progress has
become a tradition, not only in America,
but in various countries around the globe.
Data-processing systems, self-contained
enviornmental systems for deep sea and

deep space exploration, and advanced
metallurgical and electronics technologies
are only minute portions of technological
innovations resulting from massive scientific research programs.
True, these technological advanceme.nts
have been immeasurably beneficial in multiple ways, but the crises and complexities
now facing the human race as a result of
advanced technology cannot be overlooked-and they aren't being overlooked
here at Salve. In recognition of this crucial
international issue, this year's series of
Peace and Justice Symposium Lectures at
the College, are.being directed at the great
impact of technology upon humanity.
The first of this series of lectures was
conducted on October 27. Sister Mary T.
Clark, the guest speaker that evening,
concentrated on the affects of technology

tal perception narrows."
Nolan thinks that students should use
their imagination when studying technical
and abstract subjects. "Create outlandish
things to remember the material. Try to
remember things by association. Discover
which learning pattern is best for you and
develop it."
Finally, Rok points out that "stress and
anxiety are normal human reactions; 1we
can not avoid them, but we can work at
putting them into good perspective. Give
yourself credit for at least studying for
your finals and realize all the work you put
into it."
· By following these tips or at least some
of them, the self inflicted anxiety that
haunls most of us during final exam preparation may be avoided.

Maria Guadagno

European Trip Planned for September
The Religious Studies Department 1s
offering a two week study/tour of four
European countries next September.
Mr. John Rok, director of Counseling
Services and Religious Studies instructor, is coordinating the program.
The two week long trip will begin
after Labor Day. Since the '83-'84 academic year does not begin until October, interested students will still have
the opportunity to work the entire
summer.
The agenda includes five days in
London, five days in Paris, and four
days in Belgium and West Germany.
The cost will be approximately $1,100
which includes all travel expenses, hotel accommodations, two meals per
day, and ad~ission to several sights
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including Buckingham Palace and Westminster Abbey in England and Notre
Dame Cathedral and the Paris Opera in
France.
Participants will also receive three
credits towards a Religious Studies
course. Mr. Rok is exploring the possibility of applying the credits to History or
Art courses. There is no tuition fee for
these credits as long as they are applied
to a semester load of less than fifteen
credits.
Mr. Rok suggests that students talk
this over with their parents during the
Christmas break. He will be holding an
organizational meeting the first week of
February. He hopes, too, that more
information will be available before the
semester break.

Susan Willis

From page I

Salve has undergone since she became
President here, Sr. Lucille replied, "I am
told that the overall impression of the College in the late 1960's and early 1970's was
one of uncertainty in which the College ·
tended to be reactive to outside events
on the freedom of society and the individual.
At the most recent Peace and Justice
Symposium, which took place on November 18, Dr. · William P. Haas presented his
philosopHy concerning "Technology and
the Enterprise of Culture." The fact that
advanced technology radically transforms
man, and how that technology affects
man's leisure time was the subject of Dr.
Haas's presentation. "Advanced technology is producing more and more leisyre
time than the inventors of t~chnology and
the users know how to cope with," stated
Dr. Haas.
Two lectures concerning technology's
impact on humanity have been conducted
thus far, and there are three scheduled for
next semester: "Technology and Medicine," "Technology and Justice," and "Myth
in the Age of Technology." These series of
lectures, which are offered through the
Philosophy Department here at Salve, are
open to the college community and the
public free of charge.

rather than directive. Although some ot
the individuals associated with the College
were quite active in the .c ommunity, I am
told that during this period the College
played a very limited role on the regional
and national collegiate scene."
"However, I do not feel that way. What I
have sensed in my tenure here is a firm
consensus about the mission and goals of
the College. In fact, at present the purpose
and programs with respect to the present
and for the future are clearly understood
and fully supported by all constituencies of
the College community. We know we are
here for the students. We are here because
we have a responsibility from God to work
with young people and to make the world a
better place by enabling others to develop
their highest potential."
"I know that many times I am given credit
for this growth, this unity, this perception.
I have been privileged to be in a position to
facilitate the work of so many, but others
have done the work. I 1eel the way the
conductor of an orchestra must feel as she
takes the accolades for all those marvelous musicians who know more than she
does, ' who play better than she does, and
who have produced the harmony which
makes it possible for her to accept the
applause in their name."
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Carey, Mansion!

Ministry Sponsors Food Drive

More Than Dark Shadows in .its History

by Candace Almgren

by Christopher Grego'r~
the U.S. Army as barracks for one year,
but spent the years 1942-1949 just trying to
keep it from falling into disrepair. Also, a
policeman had to be stationed there to
keep out trespassers. Soon, after numerous incidents of vandalism, the building's
windows and doors were boarded up.
Mrs. George W. Emerson, a well-known
figure in New England private education,
bought the building in 1949. After extensive repairs, she opened Burnham-by-theSea Summer School in 1950. During the
twenty-five years of summer operation,
the property was leased to several schools

Carey Mansion, that French Gothic villa
housing approximately seventy-five men
over_on Ruggles Avenue, sports a hist~y
ranging from the lavish to the lowly. Approaching its sixtieth anniversary, the old
structure has seer,i better days.
The structure, built by the late Edson
Bradley in 1925 was built and furnished for
a reputed sum of well over one million
dollars. Bradley, owner of a liquor company in Kentucky, stocked \the Chateaustyle mansion, then named Seaview Terrace, with many European art treasures,
including medieval fireplaces, stained glass
windows, and priceless tapestries. Also, a
private organ was installed. Also in this
summer home were parts of his Washington, D.C. estate, which was removed in
sections and brought here. Its' architect,
Howard Greeley, was awarded a medal by
the American League of Architects for the
perfection of his design.
Bradley's wife, the former Mrs. Julie
Wentworth Williams, a descendant of Roger
Williams, died in September of 1929. Part
of the residence was constructed as a private chapel, with stained glass windows
and other features, for the use of Bishop
Herbert Shipman, Edison Bradley's sonin-law, who died in 1930. It was there that
private funeral services were held for Mrs.
Bradley.
Edson Bradley died in London in l 93t),
after which Mrs. Shipman, his daughter,
became owner of the property. Mrs.
Shipman continued to occupy the house
for a few summers. However, after she
remarried she lost interest.
After not paying her taxes for several
years, she let the city take it over in 1942.
The city received $300 from leasing it to

Continued on page 6

Tihen said a rich man, Speak· to us of
Giving.
And he answered:
You give but little when you give of your
possessions.
It is when you give of yourself that you
truly give.
For what are your possessions but
things you keep and guard for fear you
may need them tomorrow?
And tomorrow, what shall tomorrow
bring to the overprudent dog burying
bones in the trackless sand as he follows the pilgrims to the holy city?
Gibran's The Prophet "On Giving"
As if in direct observation of the
above passage, once again this Thanks-

FIVE OF CECILE'S ENTERTAINERS sing and dance before a packed audience .
in Ochre Court's Great Hall. (Nautilus photo by Amy O'Doherty).

giving season brightly decorated boxes
inhabited residence halls campus wide
to collect food for the Annual Food
Drive.
This year's campaign, was conducted during the week of November 15-19,
was once again sponsored by the Campus Ministry. It presented an opportunity for all to do their part in brightening
the Thanksgivings of deserving individuals.
The food was sent to a new place this
year-The Emergency Food Locker/New Visions for Newport County, Inc.
The Thanksgiving Masses on November 20-21 discussed the theme of
"Thanksgiving" in light of the food
drive.
At this time Campus Ministry also
offered the campus community the
opportunity to observe OXF AM -a day
of fast on November 18. This annual
fast that occurs yearly on the Thursday
before Thanksgiving is said to bring
people together from all "walks of life".
This year, third world cohcerns played
a key role in the fast, as it promoted the
message of the importance of self-help
on the part of Asia, Africa and Latin
America.
The other major event sponsored by
the Campus Ministry this fall was the
senior citizen variety show performed
by Cecile's Entertainers. The theme of
"giving" was very much a part of this
activity, as the "Entertainers" certainly
"gave" their all in their talented performance. The students gave their time and
attention in a good audience turnout. Over three hundred students, members of surrounding nursing homes and
community members gathered in the
Great Hall of Ochre Court for the performance that was held on October 24.
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The Most Complete Levi's Line Anywhere
for The Entire Family

I

•

• Eat In

Ocean Pacifir Winterwear

• · Take Out
• Party Platters
I

•

7 Memorial Blvd.
849-7474

HOURS:
Sunday -Thursday 10 a.m. - 11 -p.m.
Friday - Saturday 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Osh-Kosh Chamois Shirts
Made-Well Jogging Pants
Patique Pants and Overalls
260 Bellevue Ave.
Bellevue Plaza
849-6677

Open 9:30-5:30
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. till 8 p.m.

I
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College to Build New Dorm

ARCHITECT'S DRAWING of new dormitory.

by Amy O'Doherty
According to Sr. Therese Antone, Vice
President for Institutional Advancement,
the Salve Regina College groundsmen are
busy this month. They are fertilizing trees
and shrubs on the proposed construction
site of a new dormitory for which city zoning approval was granted last July.
Nestled among enormous beech trees
and rhododendrons on Ochre Point and
Victoria Avenues, next to Moore Hall, this
dormitory is expected to house approximately 146 students. Sr. Therese says that
the height of the building will be kept to
three stories, reflecting the height of
Moore Hall and other older houses in the
area. Two wings define the single structure
reducing the feeling of size. She add's that
brick will be used on the exterior of the
first floor, giving a horizontal emphasis to

the building, reinforcing the idea of a low
residential structure.
Sr. Therese continues her description
noting that the upper two stories wi11 combine clapboards and shingles stained various colors and accented trim boards in an
architectural manner reminniscent of stickstyle houses of the 1870's and 1880's. The
intent, she says, is to reinforce a small
residential atmosphere rather than an institutional atmosphere. The major consideration in constructing the building is to maintain as much of the mature plant material
and trees as possible so that it remains
harmonious with and sympathetic to the
surrounding area.
Sr. Therese describes the interior which
provides large quiet studies and lounges
on the first floor of each wing. Each floor

\

AFTER 15 HOURS, over 100 marathon participants dance enthusiastically toward
the $15,000 goal. (Nautilus photo by Chris Lyons).
affords a lounge for student recreation and
a snack kitchen. The rooms offer double
occupancy and provide a bath facility between every two rooms. Single resident
assistant rooms will be located on every
floor. Lal\ndry and storage facilities will be
available in the basement of the building . .

1:~1,;,.?te!;i

I nfkoLas I
PIZZA-FINE,FOOD
38 MEMORIAL BLVD. WEST
NEWPORT, RI

HOURS
Mon. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
~unday 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

FOR TAKEOUT ORDERS CALL
849-6611 or 849-6614
For Delivery Call After 5 p.m.

The College estimates the ~roject to
cost approximately three and a half million
dollars-almost the same amount it cost
Ogden Goelet to construct Ochre Court
in the 1890's. Actual construction of the
dorm depends on financing. However, the
administration anticipates its completion
by January 1985.

PANTS
Elastic
Waist

$2199

..

...

• Zip-Pocket •
Kelly Green • Navy
Wine •Natural

HERMAN SURVIVORS
6" or 8"
BOOTS
insulated & _waterproof

mn~$6950

Straight
Leg
JEANS

$1590
I

• Prewash •

$1790

100% Cotton
RUGBY
SHIRTS

$35 99

ea.
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Christmas C-a lendar

Christmas at Salve

Wednesday, December 8, 1982-Students' Christmas Celebration featuring a
Christmas Dinner and Candlelight Ceremony. The dinner will be held in the
cafeteria from 4-8 p.m. lt will be followed by the Candlelight Ceremony in Ochre
Court. Christmas carols will be sung then.
/

There Cs often an eleme;1t of the classic
in college traditions. It doesn't matter that
Salve Regina is a relatively young school. It
has its share of customs and traditions that
were initiat~d during its first c~lebration of
Christmas in 1947. Many of these remain
to this day with only some minor changes.
For instance, all the festivities were then
sponsored by the Social Committee of the
Student Congress. Today the Student Life
Senate retains the job of putting on the
Christmas celebration. ·
·
In earlier years there were two Candlelight Ceremonies, one for faculty and one
for students. In recent years, they have
been combined so that all may share in the
holiday spirit together. In past years the
faculty were the guests of the students at
the Holly Dinner.
Of course owing to the increasing size of
the student body, the caroling procession
in the Great Hall has essentially been
eliminated. At this occasion, the girls,
dressed in cap and gown, were arranged

I

Friday, December 10, 1982-Winter Formal _at Carey Mansion. Dance in the
Elk's Head Room to the music of "Panorama" from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Hot and cold
Hor d'Oeuvres will be served throughout the evening. Tickets are $15 per
couple'and can be purthased until Friday at the Office of College Activities,
1
Miley Hall.
Saturday, December 11, 1982-Chamber Orchestra Concert featuring David
Kim, violinist. This is Concert II of Concerts on the Island, and will include carol
singing by the audience. Student tickets are $5.00. The c_oncert will be at Casino
Theatre.
Saturday, December 11, .1 982-"Christmas in Newport" concert by the Newport College Singers and the Newport College Dance Company. It will be held
in Ochre Court at 8 p.m. and will have free admission.
Sunday, Decembe'r 12, 1982-Faculty Children Christmas Party will be held in
Ochre Court from 2-4 p.m.
·
Sunday, December 12, 1982-"Christmas in Newport" concert by the Newport

Colfege Singers and the Newport College Dance Company. It will be held in
Ochre Court at 8 p.m. and will have free admission.
Wednesday, December 15, 1982-A candlelight tour will be conducted from
4:30-7:30 p.m. at the Edward King House in Aquidneck Park. Free Admission.
Thursday, D"ecember 16, 1982-lndoor Skating Party at St. George's Rink on
Purgatory Road in Middletown. There~ill be music, dutch treat hot chocolate
and doughnuts. Children, skaters and observers are welcome. Admission $1.00per skater, 7:30-9:00 p.m.
Saturday, December 18, 1982-Marble House Concert, Bellevue Avenue.
Soprano Nancy Hallas, part-time SRC faculty/Music Dept. Accompanied by
Marian Van Slyke. Concert Pianist Keiki Kumashiro Bartosik also featured.
Admission $3.00, 8:30 p.m.
Deborah L. Greene

AIR FORCE NURSING.

IT MAY BE FOR ,YOU.
A lot of hard work is required before you're accepted as an,
Air Force nurse. You must complete nursing school and
boards and qualify. Then your future as an Air Force officer
· and nurse begins with presenJation of the insignia of your
new rank. It's a bright and fulfilling future. You'll work with
the Air Force health care team and be responsible for direct
patient care.
. . .
· If you qualify and wish to compete, you may specialize in a
number of areas. If you wa.nt to pursue higher educational
goals, the Air Force offers many opportunities.
Air Force nursing. Unlimited opportunity and excellent
health care. An Air Force nurse recruiter has details.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY OF LIFE.
Call Jeff Johnson at 401-421-7948

A great way of life

by class and i:;arried lighted candles down
the grand staircase to a manger before
the great fireplace. This tradition has been
replaced by the Tree Decorating Ceremony, during which students and faculty
help decorate a tree in Ochre Court and
join in the singing of carols. One added
feature this year was the lighting of the two
evergreens outside the administration
building.
Over the years the student newspaper
has also made contributions towards main·
taining the tradition of Christmas celebration on campus. In one early issue for
example, The Ebb Tide, as it was called
then, featured a tracing of the history of
Christmas by the centuries.
In a setting steeped with history and
tradition, combined with a holiday abounding in custom, it seems only fitting that the
college continue its own Christmas
heritage_

Marie Taylor

I

Dining Out
by Karyn Mancuso
Salas' Restaurant is located near the
corner of Memorial Boulevard and Lower
Thames Street. The menu includes quite a
range of food, from oriental spaghetti to
lobster, all cooked to perfection. The best
deal there is a one-pound dish of spaghetti
for only $3. 75. This qm be shared by three
or four people.
The Eatery is located on the bottom
floor of Miley Hall and is owned oy P.W.
S.aloon. They offer tant.alizing sandwiches
of all kinds. Burgers, quiches and desserts
are also available at reasonable prices. The
Eatery is visited not onlg by commuters,
but resident students as well.
Domino's Pizza is strictly a fast pizza
delivery. The quality of pizza is unchallenged because it is all-1 made from fresh
dough, which differs greatly from neigh-

Financial Aid

From page 1

Scholarship Service analyzes the F AF and
sends that data t9 the Financial Aid Office.
This analysis determines the total resources potentially available for educational
cost This amount is subtracted from the
college's student expense budget to
determine the student's need. The actual
amount of need that can be met will
depend on the student's academic prom. ise as measured by past performance,
timeliness of the application, and total
funds available.
If a student qualifies, he or she will be
considered for aid in the following programs: Pell Grant, State Grant (if available), Supplemerital Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG), SRC Gr,mt, National
Direct Student Loan (NDSL), Nursing
Student Loan (NSL) and College Workstudy Program.
The grants are awarded on the basis of
need. The NDSL and NSL are offered to
students and are made at 5'!., (NDSL) and
6'k, (NSL) per year simple interest on the
unpaid balance beginning six months after
the borrower leaves part time attendance.
As part of the financial aid "package"
students may also be awarded Federal
College Work-study grant which gives
them the chance to earn a certain amount
of money. Provided the worker performs
satisfactorily, he or she will be paid minimum wage. Jobs are available on and off
campus.
,
.
In addition to the funds allocated through
the use of the FAF, other forms of financial
assistance are available to those who
qualify.
A Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) is a
loan at 9"o interest rate availabe from a
commercial lender such as a ban!<, credit
un"ion, or savings and loan association.
The Auxiliary Loan to Assist Students
(ALAS) is at an interest rate of 14'\, and is

a

boring pizza places which use frozen dough.
They guarantee that if it take more t~an 30
minutes for delivery, customers automatically get $2.00 off the price of the pizza.
The prices are the highest in town, but the
pizza's worth it.
You don't have to go all the way to
France for some mouth-watering French
pastry, just stop in at La Gourmandise.
Located above the clothing store Seventh
Avenue on Upper Thames, La Gourmandise is a sweet tooth's delight. Cappucinno
and cafe au lait are available along with
straight coffee and tea. And don't forget
the perfect croissants that come in almond,
chocolate and ham and cheese as well as
regular. Note the variouS-other addictive,
sweet, gooey pastries as well.

available from commercial lenders. Note
that this loan starts being repaid sixty days
after the money is advanced to the borrowPr.
Private grants and scholarships are
another type of funding a1vailable to those
who do not qualify for the F AF programs.
There is a partial listing of these in the
SRC Financial Aid Information and
Instructions booklet.
According to the College brochure, Salve
awards financial aid to 61.5% freshmen and
50')o upperclassmen. Mr. Nykaza can not
project 't hese percentages for the '83-'84
academic year until he knows how many
apply for aid. He does, however, anticipate
that the award packages for '83-'84 will
remain fairly consistent with those of '82
'83. He does not anticipate a decrease in
funds allocated to Salve by the federal
government.

c ar.ey

From page 4

for winter use. During the 1960's the visual
image of Seaview Terrace became known
all over America, as the ABC soap opera
"Dark Shadows" used the \?State for exterior shots.
On October 1, 1974, the property was
sold to Martin and Milli.cent Carey of New
Yor"k City for approximatley $300,000.
Carey, the brother of Governor Hugh
Carey of New York, use<'.! the building for
training business executives. Included in
the sale were, besides the mansion, a 16room stone gatehouse, three tennis courts,
and an Olympic-size swimming pool-built
in 1969 for $60,000.
The Careys, multi-millionaire distributors of oil in the Northeast, are the sixth
owners of the estate. In 1976 they began
leasing the estate to Salve Regina College
for use as dqrmitories. We were unable to
confirm persistent rumors that the property is fqr ~ale.
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Jeffrey -Osborne
On the wings.of success

ARTS

BR. JAMES LOXHAM directs The Newport College Singers in their opening
concert during Freshmen Parents Weekend. They will perform again December 11
and 12 at 8 p.m. in Ochre Court. (Nautilus photo by Deborah L. Greene).

GARY COOPER and INGRID BERGMAN have the starring roles in the
Boathouse's presentation of "A Farewell to Arms" December 17-19.

For Your Informatio.n

After ten successful years as a singer/songwriter for pop/rhythm and blues band
LTD, Jeffrey Osborne has embarked on a
solo career. Osborne, who hails from
Providence, left the group because "it
came to a point where I couls:]n't grow. I
had to advance," says Osborne, and with
· the release of his debut LP,, the man from
the capital city has done just that. With
mastern;iind George Duke at the helm ·as
producer and acoustic piano whiz, and
backed up by a host of sought-after session men, including percussionist Paulinho
DaCosta, Jeffrey Osborne boasts a professional package of ten songs, eight of
which he has co-written.
"New Love" sports polished orcpestration and piercing drum works, buttressed
by an ever-present beat. "Eenie Meenie"
flows peacefully. If visually presented,
"Eenie Meenie" would show two lovers
enveloped by the golden glow of a fireplace, nestled in each others arms, a grin
of rapture upon their faces. "I Really Don't
Need No Light" moves and grooves and
commands foot-tapping, as does "Ready
For Your Love," and the ultra,disco "Who
You Talkin' To?" Overall, it's the ballads
that make this album soar. There's "You
Were Made To L9ve," highlighted by a
crooning Osborne. The Top Ten hit, "On
The Wings of Love" features Osborne's
voice reaching and extending itself to provide the sweetest of melodies. It is a most
powerful celebration of a love relationship.
While this debut album is a fine work
musically, the lyrics leave an awful lot to be
desired. Jeffrey Osborne needs to expand
from his rather simple-worded tunes to a
more sophisticated style of writing, with a
drastic reduction in the use of the word
"baby." After all, when was the last time
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JEFFREY OSBORNE.
you called your baby "baby?"

Christopher Gregory

---------~--------Command t•erformanee

• • •

by Barbara Weldon
OUTWARD BOUND program challenges students in wilderness settings. For
those interested in backpacking, mountaineering, rock climbing, canoeing, skiing, snowshoeing, sailing, cycling, rafting,
and caving, Outward Bound courses are
offered year-round and last from 5 to 26
days. For information, write Outward
Bound, Inc., 384 Field Point Road, Greenwich, CT 06830, or call toll free 1-800-2438520 (except in Connecticut).
THE SAMARITANS, Rhode Island's
suicide prevention center, is in need of
volunteers to maintain its 24 hour telephone service. Men and women over 20
who can donate five hours of their time per
week are asked to call Elaine Santiano at
272-4044.
MAIL BRIGHTENS CHRISTMAS for
servicemen and women. The 1982 Christ- ,
mas Mail Call is now underway, and this is
an ideal project for individuals as well as
college groups and organizations. For information on how you or your group can
participate, please send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Armed Forces Mail
Call, 6520 Selma Ave. #315, Hollywood,
CA 90028.
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE for study
in ENGLAND. The Trinity and All Saints'
Foundation Scholarship for the 1983-84
academic year is available to pay only tuition for a year in England. The application
deadline is Friday, Jan. 28, 1983. Stop by
Admissions Office for more information

about eligibility and application.
''1\ CHRISTMAS CAROL" will be performed at the Trinity Square Repertory
Theatre in Providence on Sunday, December 12, 1982 at 2 p.m. Tickets cost $12.00
each. Visit the Alumni Office for more
information.
MARKETING, PUBLICITY, AND
GRAPHIC ARTS volunteers are needed
for the Rhode Island Lung Association
events. This is a good opportunity to
acquire practical experience and portfolio
pieces. Put together some samples of your
writing or design work and call Carol
McCullough at 421-6487 for an appointment.
EARN $250.00 PER STORY, on acceptance, for all romance stories. Writers may
obtain a copy of the ·e ditorial requirements
by sending their name and address to:
WRITER'S GUIDELINES, Princeton Love
Romances, 685 Rt. 202, Morristown, New
Jersey, 07960.
,
CHRISTMAS 'PARTY for faculty and
their children will be held on Sunday,
December 12, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Ochre
Court.
,
"ANIMAL FARM" will be the featured
movie at the Boathouse on December 10
and 12. This movie is the animated version
of the famous George Orwell satire.
" A FAREWELL TO ARMS" is the featured movie at the Boathouse on December 17 and 19. This movie is based on one
of Ernest Hemingway's classic novels.

From L to R: Andrea. John (Asst. Mgr.). Shawn, Rose. Belinda (Mgr.), Leslie, Marilyn & Sue .

The Professional Staff of
Command Performance
Welcof!1es You To
The Best in Haircuts, Perms & Color
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8 p.m., Sat. 9-6 p.m.
651 W. Main Rd., Middletown
849-2886
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SPORTS
Women Capture
Tournament Title
by Ellen Toole

ABOVE, RAY COLEMAN passes. Below, note the decreased score of the oppon·
ent minutes later. Perhaps this, along with Cliff Carney's sharp shooting, helped the
Newporters defeat Fitchburg State College in overtime in the opening game. (Nautilus photo by Dana Fleming).

Salve Regina
Bookstore

Join Us For
Christmas Cheer
Monday-Wednesday
December 2 0-2 2
Stocking Stuffers • Christmas Cards
Imprinted Clothing from tiny to XL
Current Albums (you'll be surprised at the titles & prices)
Gift Books (a new batch)

Open 9-5 Monday through Thursday
9-3:30 Friday

Last year, the Salve Regina Women's
Basketball team experienced a season
that wasn't expected by even the most
enthusiastic supporters. Their record stood
at 14-4 and they captured an exciting
victory in the Barrington College Tip-Off
Tournament.
Expectations for this year's team have
not wavered and Coach Jean Zimmerman
is confident the squad is prepared for the
challenge. The quest for another successful
season began when the team defended its
championship in the Tip-Off Tournament
with exciting wins against Babson College
and Mount St. Vincent, followed by a
heartbreaking loss in their first home game
against a tough Emmanuel College quintet.
The Newporters will be facing ? very
difficult Division III schedule this season
and Zimmerman finds that prospect pleasing. "We'll be playing a lot closer to our
potential," she said, "a better brand of
basket ball."
As far as talent goes, the team has
improved this year and will be depending
on three returning starters, Shelia Smith,
Peggy Clarkin, and Maura Dinneen, to
pick up where the team left off last season.
Zimmerman commented that Smith has
looked especially strong during the preseason. Last year she was second highest
rebounder and scorer onAhe team.
A definite loss will be felt with the
transfer of Nettie Harper, last year's leading
scorer. Zimmerman will count on the
quickness of the freshmen and the outside
shooting talent of first year player Mary
Shea to pick up the slack.
Other members of the women's team
include returning players Connie Bettencourt, a Senior, and Sophomore Mary
Ann Martin. Freshman Ann Hyland, Julie
Tache, and Nina Weeks round out the
squad.

Willis

From page I

my pitching and batting."
in the subsequent years, Gerry has
compiled an outstanding number of wins
in competitions on the regional, national
and international levels. In the past year he
placed third in the NCAA championships
in North Carolina, he won the Teenage
Nationals in Michigan, the Junior PanAmerican Games in Brazil, and the East·
ern States Championship in Albany. Here
he set three New England records, which
was "fun" for him. Gerry also placed tenth
ir: the World Championships held the
same time as the Pan-Am games.
Working out of the Newport YMCA and
in Central Falls, R.I., Gerry trains under
the watchful eye of Joe Mills, the 1938 U.S.
National champion. A typical day is very
busy for Gerry during which he juggles
studying, classes, training, and working.
He teaches weightlifting at Portsmouth
Abbey and also works for a roofing company. His diet consist mostly of food sup·
plements and vitamins and he is "into
herbs."
•
As a Sociology major Gerry is not sure
what he wants to do but he feels that the
field is "interesting and broad and that
there is lots of opportunity."
Gerry get hands on experience in his
field when he travels to his meet. He
thought Brazil was "different." He usually
goes alone to the meets and celebrates his
wins with his competitors because "weightlifting is a close sport, so you get to know
the others."
In describing his most exciting experience, Gerry said that there has "been so
many" and that the win in the Pan-American
games was his "biggest win." "Just lifting,
achieving a personal record and getting
better is the most enjoyable part.·•

Exciting Victory
in Overtime
Opens Season
by Ellen Toole
In an attempt to bounce back from a
disappointing 1981-1982 season, the Salve
Regina College Men's Basketball team will
rely on what first year coach Paul Gamache refers to as "youthful enthusiasm."
Gamache admits the task will not be easy,
but he is confident that the combination of
seasoned veterans and hardworking newcomers will result in a competitive year.
The squad, consisting of nine freshmen
and six upperclassmen, will try to overcome the lack of experience with a quick,
aggresive style of play. So far, Gamache
likes what he sees. "The guys have been
working hard and have been doing so
since September, during pre-season workouts. I know·it's going to pay off at the end
of the season." The coach refused to make
any predictions for the coming year, insisting the team will be taking each game one
at a time.
In the November 19 opener against
Fitchburg State College, Salve posted an
exciting win before a crowd of lively spectators. At the end the game was tied as
sophomore Cliff Carney scored on a foul
shot. In a five minute overtime, the men
pulled ahead and won 74-71.
Obviously, the young team will be looking to the returning players for guidance
and leadership. Among them are Seniors
Chris Perrotti, a 6 foot 5 inch center, and
guard Andy Corsini. John Shea, a quick
play-making guard, is the lone Junior on
the squad. Sophomores Cliff Carney, Steve
Brownell, and Brian Lynch will also be
returning.
The Freshman class carries the bulk of
the players. Don Heat.on, Barry Olah, Billy
Bennett, Jim Griffo, Tom Hole, Tom
Jacques, Mike Sousa, Jim Tierney and
Ray Coleman will also be hoping to make
contributions that will turn the team around.
One important factor in the development of the squad will be the upgraded
schedule that the team will face. Community colleges, which have long been a part of
the Salve schedule, have been eliminated.
"Community colleges were part of the
growth toward what we want to become in
the NCAA Division III," said Gamache,
"and we're happy to be affiliated with other
four year colleqes."

Men's Basketball Schedule 1982-83
I

Dec. 9
Dec. 11
Jan. 16
Jan. 22
Jan. 29
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 9
Feb. 12
Feb. 15
Feb. 21
Feb. 26

Barrington College
Bridgewater State College
U of MA-Boston
Nichols College Curry College
Coast Guard Academy
Catholic University
Rhode Island College
Plymouth State College
Barrington College
Anna Maria College
Eastern CT. State

(A)
(A)
(A)
(H)
(H)

(H)
(A)
(A)
(H)
(Pl)
(A)
(H)

Women's Basketball Schedule 1982-83
Dec. 9
Bryant College
Dec. 11
Sotheastem MA. U.
Jan. 20 Eastern Nazerene College
Jan. 22
Nichols College
Dec. 29
Babson College
Feb. 1
Connecticut College
Feb. 3
F!lchburg State College
Feb. 5
Curry College
Feb. ,8
Connecticut College
Feb. 12
Plymouth State College
Feb. 16
Barrington College
Feb. 17
Brandeis University
Feb. 19
Coast Guard Academy
Feb. 21
Anna Maria College

(A)
(A)
(H)
(H)

(A)
(H)

(A)
(AJ
(AJ
(H)

(H)
(A)
(A)
(A)
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